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Whatever Happened To The Digital Home? 
By Paul Jackson 

 

Just over 8 years ago, I wrote a Forrester report titled "A Manifesto For The Digital Home," outlining 

what needed to happen from a consumer's perspective for the true “digital home” to become a reality. 

(We defined the digital home as a single, unobtrusive network environment where entertainment, 

communication, and applications could be shared across devices by multiple household members.) A 

lot has changed in the intervening years, but are we really any closer to that reality now? 

From a consumer’s perspective, I hypothesized that four things needed to be in place to make the 

digital home a mainstream reality: flexibility (of connection, exchange, and ease of use); control (of 

sharing, data privacy, and what goes where); security (of personal information, bought content, and 

communications); and mobility (of devices, applications, and content). Of course, all of these needed 

to be underpinned by affordable technology and desirable content and applications. 

For this to work, the digital home needed five key technology elements: a network (or, more likely, 

multiple seamlessly bridged networks); great interfaces on multiple devices; centralized storage; 

some form of central management function with the intelligence to manage the network, storage, 

and access issues; and great content that had been “digital-home-enabled” — i.e., able to be shared, 

backed up, and transcoded without licensing or technical issues. 

Some Things I Got Right: 

• Device-agnosticism. More and more stuff will run across a variety of devices. Interestingly, 

this has been driven by social media and content owners promoting browser-based or 

streaming solutions rather than (as predicted) standards organizations or by an altruistic 

streak in the hardware manufacturers — most of those efforts have got bogged down in copy 

protection or years of certification. 

• Streaming content. Referred to somewhat quaintly as “broadband VOD” at the time, the 

streaming of content has taken off in a big way in major markets, mainly to prevent other 

distribution methods (legal or otherwise) taking hold. Advances in broadband speeds and 

compression technologies have exceeded even my optimistic expectations at the time. 

• Easy networking. This has happened, sort of. Surprisingly, instead of the vision of a co-

operating set of network technologies working together where they are best suited (3G/4G 

outside the home, Wi-Fi for computing, ZigBee/Z-Wave for appliances, etc.), we've ended up 

The digital home is a vision of how consumers will interact (seamlessly) with their 
technology and content without worrying about rights, connectivity, or compatibility — at 
least, that was what I thought when I wrote one of the definitive reports on the topic 8 
years ago. Are we there yet? Is the concept still valid? To a degree, the answers are “no” 
and “maybe,” respectively; we still don’t have seamless technology and applications, and 
despite more “cloud” and streaming services, the principle of what consumers want from 
their “digital homes” still applies. 
 
Note: This document collates a series of four blog posts on www.aardvarka.com dating between April 30, 2012 and May 
7, 2012.  
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with faster Wi-Fi crammed into pretty much all devices with 3G as the “just works but it might 

be expensive” fallback. This certainly makes the network topology easier, and attaching to 

secure Wi-Fi routers is much easier today than it was 8 years ago. But I can't help feeling 

we've missed a trick here; the reason those low-power, short-range solutions existed was to 

facilitate much broader connectivity without security or configuration issues. In addition, Wi-

Fi is still an expensive option (both in terms of power and components), and this has held 

back the networking of non-traditional devices. 

Others That Failed Or Haven't Happened Yet: 

• Video chat. While Skype and its competitors have done very well on PCs, it’s still not the 

ubiquitous video chat (via TVs, phones, game consoles, etc.) that I had envisioned and that 

would get us beyond today's tech-aware audience and into every home. It will be interesting to 

see where this goes in the future as Microsoft adds functionality to Skype. 

• Centralized storage. I've used NAS devices and home servers for nearly a decade, and this 

may have blinded me to the fact that most consumers still rely on local PC/phone storage for 

sole copies of their content — with perhaps an external hard disk for back-up if you're lucky. 

Conceptually, the idea of a dedicated storage device on the home network is still the sole 

preserve of techies and content hoarders; arguably, the window of opportunity for folks like 

Netgear, Synology, and QNAP to engage with a more mainstream audience is closing, as 

online storage services like Dropbox, SkyDrive, and Google Drive will eventually render local 

storage redundant. Additionally, the need to generate storage efficiency has decreased as 

memory costs have plummeted: in 2004, a 250 GBhard disk cost $250 according to this great 

cost comparison; you can now get 3 TB drives for much less than that if you shop around. This 

has meant that building several gigabytes of storage into every device (phone, DVR, TV, 

camera) is easier and more cost effective than having a central store — even if this does lead to 

massive duplication and version control nightmares. 

• Voice control. This idea was thrown into the mix to spice it up, as consumer-based voice 

control seemed fairly unlikely in 2004. Sure enough, there still aren't any convincing multi-

device voice control technologies in people’s homes, but we're not far off in terms of the 

underlying technology — Xbox Kinect and Apple’s Siri are starting to show that this kind of 

thing can work in a limited capacity. 

• Connected appliances. We're still no nearer to the “Internet-enabled fridge” than we were 

back in 2004. The downsides of high cost, long replacement cycles, and perceived lack of 

utility still outweigh the potential upsides — the kitchen sees the most traffic in the house, it’s 

a good place for a Wi-Fi router, and it offers appliance maintenance benefits. The recent 

failure of Chumby — with its cute connected display/alarm clock/app store that failed to find 

a market — demonstrates the risks associated with razor-thin hardware margins. But there is 

still hope: the excitement around the Nest Learning Thermostat last year and the potential 

applications of maker-type technology like Raspberry Pi or Arduino in this space means that 

we may yet see dumb technology replaced over time. 

• That “brain” to manage the digital home. As storage has become super cheap and Wi-Fi 

the near-universal networking standard, the management of more centralized storage and 

more complex networks hasn't really been needed. Add in the growth in streaming to 

individual devices — effectively a point-to-point delivery from the content provider — and the 

intelligence needed to manage the digital home becomes redundant. The closest we have to 

this today is Apple's device and iTunes ecosystem; loading multiple devices, managing 

streaming, and offering (for the more technically minded) network back-up solutions, it has 

http://www.mkomo.com/cost-per-gigabyte�
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become a default “brain” for those buying into an Apple-centric home. Again, more 

intelligence management would allow better back-ups, more seamless content sharing, and 

fewer “Why won’t video X play on device Y?” frustrations — but it’s difficult to see who would 

provide this now that so many devices manage their own connectivity and content. 

Stuff That Didn't Even Occur To Me: 

• Tablets. This isn’t a great shock; forecasts and models are all based on evolutionary change 

to existing ecosystems and technology. Apple's iPad success was a revolutionary change that 

no analyst could have predicted. Interestingly, the iPad is a sort of half-way house between the 

old PC-based home and the potential digital home, offering an easy-to-use, flexible 

consumption device that hides all that techie stuff. It helps that in iTunes, Apple has delivered 

the equivalent of another concept in the report: the third-party media/content aggregator. 

• Social networks. Like tablets, the rise and rise of the likes of Facebook, and Twitter has 

fundamentally changed consumers’ relationship with their home technology. A PC, TV, or 

mobile phone in the home is now merely a gateway to accessing friends and the wider 

community rather than a solution in itself. Arguably, this is a far healthier relationship, aside 

from the desperate need to communicate absolutely everything, obviously. 

• The move to web-based services and then back to apps. This is an interesting one to 

consider; as a consumer technology analyst, I naturally expected digital home experiences to 

be delivered via installed software — software that was perhaps even installed at the factory 

for devices like TVs. The growth of Flash, HTML5, Ruby on Rails, etc. meant that many 

services and experiences were delivered via a browser. This makes sense in retrospect: once a 

compatible browser is available on a device, a service becomes available with very little (if 

any) tweaking — much better than having to rewrite for every architecture or operating 

system. More interesting still is the reversal of this trend as app stores and downloadable apps 

for phones, tablets, and PCs aim to “monetize” consumer service delivery; you lose some of 

that web browser compatibility if you code directly for iOS, Android, or Windows, but you 

gain consumer engagement (and, potentially, direct revenue). 

The Future Of The Digital Home 

Is the concept of the digital home redundant now? Have events bypassed “something that never was”? 

No. While the need for a self-contained system in a consumers home with storage, intelligence and 

management may have been superseded by high bandwidth / availability broadband and cloud 

services, the things that I believed consumers would need from digital services, devices, and 

applications are still true — and in many cases still haven't been provided by today’s technology. 

Future trends that fall under the “digital home” umbrella include: 

• The fight for “aggregation hubs.” Streaming services have made an impression, and the 

seamless delivery of content — ranging from e-books to videogames and device applications — 

now happens as a matter of course. However, these services are still fragmented; a range of 

suppliers (Amazon, Steam, iTunes) requires different interfaces and supports different client 

devices. Global titans like Google, Apple, Amazon, and even Microsoft want to bring all this 

together via individual or household user accounts that tie together all your legitimate movies, 

music, applications, and e-books. The successful firm becomes a trusted resource for the 

consumer — and can corner the market in upselling or advertising to them. 
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• Network refinement. Wi-Fi still isn't the networking nirvana that device makers would 

have you believe; at the very least, it can be complemented with other technologies like NFC, 

Bluetooth, or 4G, and perhaps even those low-power technologies like Z-Wave and ZigBee will 

finally come good (although I'm not holding my breath!). But as we reach a point when 

gigabytes of data could be moving to and from devices in the home on a regular basis, Wi-Fi 

may hit its capacity limits. Shifting to a powerline-based network or wired backbone may be 

the only way to keep up with traffic demands. 

• Storage and application migration to the cloud. Today’s browser-based applications 

and social networks already run across multiple devices without ever leaving the cloud, but 

traditional applications will increasingly do the same — be it Office 365, photo-editing 

packages, or gaming via OnLive or Gaikai. The advantages of online version control, storage, 

subscription models, and easy sharing make the locally installed software package look 

increasingly redundant, while the lack of optical drives in devices like Ultrabooks or tablets 

makes installation from disk very tricky. Online storage is already going this way as Dropbox, 

SkyDrive, iCloud, and Google Drive compete for consumer attention. 

Even without these specific areas of focus, there is still mileage in the concept of greater 
interoperability among devices and services — perhaps Microsoft Research is on to something with its 
HomeOS, but this would take many years to achieve critical mass. 
  

http://desktop.onlive.com/�
http://www.gaikai.com/�
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About AardvarkA Research 

AardvarkA Research was founded by Paul Jackson, an industry and industry analyst veteran with 20 years of 

experience in consulting, consumer technology, and analysis. The firm offers independent analysis of the 
consumer technology and media space with a forward-looking focus on both consumer behavior and industry 

strategy. 

About Paul Jackson 
Paul Jackson founded AardvarkA Research in January 2012 to bring truly independent research and analysis to 
the consumer technology and media market. His unique perspective comes from a recent spell acting as a 
Senior Marketing Insight Manager for Microsoft UK — dealing with analyst firms and procuring research for 
the business — along with his decade of experience as an analyst for Forrester Research. At Forrester, he 
created and subsequently led a number of key research areas, including innovation theory, videogaming, 
virtual worlds, PCs, augmented reality, and mobile technology. 
 
Prior to this, Paul worked as a “digital guru” for a full service advertising agency and worked in strategic 
management consultancy for firms like Deloitte Consulting and Logica. 
 
Paul has been widely quoted in global business publications (Financial Times, The Wall Street Journal, The 
Economist) and is an experienced speaker on his areas of expertise: innovation, consumer product 
development and messaging, and consumer technologies. 
 

Contact Us 
Website: www.aardvarka.com 
Email: paul@aardvarka.com 
Skype: pauljackson7 
Tel.: +44 (0)7752 176 304 
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